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Editorial                     

 

Just a quick opening note to  this issue to let you know that I’m 

aiming for a June 24 deadline for the next issue, so please send 

any items to Stragmag@stragglers.org by then. 

 

Thanks to Steve for the images in this issue and to all those who 

have sent contributions. 
 

 
 

 
 
Simon Webb 
Stragmag@stragglers.org   

 

 

 

 

 

Stragglers News… 
 

Our good friend Jess Draskau Petersson has recently had her place 

confirmed for the Rio Olympics. Jess will be running the marathon on 

August 14 representing Denmark. Now based in Colorado, Jess trained 

with and represented the Stragglers whilst living in Teddington. Many 

Stragglers will have great memories of going to support Jess in the 

Women’s Marathon in the 2012 Olympics – a lot of beer may have been 

consumed by some of us that day. 

 

Memberships are standing a bit behind the renewal rate of last year so 

if you have yet to renew please do as at some point you will be removed 

from the email list and newsletter circulation. (You will also be 

disenfranchised at the AGM!). Mark Thomas currently “has a problem 

mailto:Stragmag@stragglers.org
mailto:Stragmag@stragglers.org
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with sending e-membership cards that I can't work out. The result is 

that some people are getting them but a good number are not. It’s a 

send problem at my end rather than a receive one at yours.  I have a 

few people who have requested cards and I will distribute them next 

week.” Your EA license number will remain unchanged and renewal 

payments are being sent to EA shortly. If you've lost or forgotten your 

EA number please email me on markthomas1959@gmail.com. 

 

The Stragglers Club 10k takes place on Thursday June 30. Race starts 

at 7:45 and there is a £2 entry fee. If anyone would like to help on the 

night (jobs include marshals, and water station) please let either Phil 

or Carys know. 

 

Thursday, July 4, is the return of what has become a firm favour for 

the club every summer – The Rothwell Relay. It takes place at the 

Hawker Centre and sees teams of 4 complete an approximately 1.8 mile 

course. Teams are drawn on the night and are mixed ability so all 

comers and speeds encouraged to be part of this. 

 

Kev Best will be running two track sessions for Stragglers members 

this summer. Both Thursday nights, the sessions will be at St Mary’s 

University track in Twickenham. Dates are June 16 and July 14 

starting at 7pm. The sessions will cost £2 per person per session. For 

more information and to express an interest contact 

kevbest52@yahoo.co.uk. 

 

First Aiders - The club’s recent 

initiative to provide more qualified 

first aiders for coaching groups and 

events, saw 5 Stragglers taking 

part in the first course which was 

held at Pam's house in Teddington. 

Course content covered CPR and 

the use of a defibrillator.......so if 

you are feeling unwell on your run 

you may want to run alongside one 

of our new first aid team. 

 

(Pictured left to right:  Mark, Dee, Helen, Pedro and Pam) 
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Green Belt Relay 2016 

 

40 teams took on and completed the 220-ish miles of Green Belt Relay, 

making the 20th staging of the event one to remember. 

 

From a Straggler point of view there were two teams, Stragglers 1 

finishing 7th – as strong a club result for many a year – with Stragglers 

2 coming 28th. 

 

This is a race which really puts our club on the running map, with 

numerous glowing comments on Twitter and Facebook about the event 

and the Stragglers organisation. To achieve this whilst also fielding two 

competitive teams is a great testament to the hard work put in by 

many club members. 

 

Peter Kennedy will list all those who were involved in race logistics – 

from both the Stragglers and beyond – but in addition we need to 

highlight and thank our own team captains Peter Wedderburn and 

Helen Davies who ensured the club was as well represented in the 

results as around the course. 

 

And a word from our race director: 
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“Another GBR has come and gone.  This was the 20th running, and we 

had a full house of 40 teams.  Some great racing and the forecast rain 

mostly held off.  Lots of happy, safe and healthy runners at the end. 

 

The winners were: 

 The Green Belt (1st overall) - Serpentine  

 The Pewter Plate (1st Ladies) - Serpentine Ladies  

 The Walking Stick (1st Vets) - Sandhurst  

 2nd - London Frontrunners  

 Mixed - Thames Hare And Hounds  

 Corporate - British Airways  

 The Mark Critchlow award (Broken Record) - Cathy Ansell of 

Stock Exchange AC  

 Toilet Seat (last team to complete the course) - Pembroke 

Athletica 

 Wissahickon Trophy - Burgess Hill 

 

And thanks to: 

 Permissions: Alan Mawdsley 

 Timekeepers: Pat & Alan Short, Bob & Jane Wheller, Roy Reeder 

& David Griffiths, Sue Waters & Carol Golsby, Andrew Wallace 

& Norma, Keith Haworth & Mike Mabin Race adjudicator: David 

Clarke 

 Marshalling: Alan & Liz Pemberton, Jim & Merran Sell, Peter 

Wedderburn, Mark Pattinson, and all team captains 

 Marking: Malcolm & Helen Davies, Roy Reeder, Rob Peacock, 

Chrissie Glew, The Thurrock Nomads First aid: Sarah Boyle, Liz 

Sharma, Chrissie Glew, John Dixon, Conor, Liam, Elliot, ML 

 Results database and processing: Allan Barrie 

 Artwork: Evan Bond 

 Finish funnel: Paul Hutchings 

 Finish logistics: Pat Short 

 Driving me around, organising stuff: Alex Kennedy Plus all the 

councils, parishes, pubs cricket clubs, National Trusts and so on 

who allow this all to happen. 

 

We’ve been quite deluged with positive comments on social media 

during and since the race. I suspect it won’t be hard to fill next year’s 

field and the date for 2017 is already confirmed as May 20-21.”  

 
Peter Kennedy 
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Green Belt Relay: Stragglers Report 

 

The Stragglers put two mixed teams in for the Green Belt Relay this 

year in what turned out to be a record field of 40 teams. The standard 

of running is very high with major London teams like Serpentine, 

London Frontrunners and the Stock Exchange always well up on the 

stages. So within this elite company we were very pleased to achieve 7th 

place overall for our A team and a creditable 28th for the B team. All of 

our runners performed well and everyone averaged 20 miles over 2 

stages during the weekend, with some a bit higher distance than this.  

 

The Green Belt Relay is a tough proposition which requires good fitness 

and ideally runners should be confident at half marathon distance at 

least. There are few easy stages and many of the runs feel far tougher 

than the distance suggests. (The day 2 9.8 miles I ran on the Box Hill 

leg 19 stage involved a lot of up’s and downs and was considerably 

harder than 10 miles on the flat). That said you do not need to be fast 

to take part, although to beat the cut off times you generally need to 

run better than 10 minute miling. 

 

This year’s runners all came through with flying colours. It’s probably 

best not to highlight individual performances as there is always a risk 

of missing someone, but I think it only fair to congratulate Malcolm 

Davies on an excellent 6th and 9th position over the weekend, especially 

as he and Helen also put in tons of work on organisation and course 

marking. 

 

[  
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Apart from the running the weekend is extremely social with great 

camaraderie amongst the teams. The stage changeover points 

unfailingly take in tremendous locations too! 

 

Due to other commitments (In particular the River Relay in September, 

about which more soon!) I am not planning to organise Stragglers 

teams in 2017, so we really need someone or preferably several people 

to step forward to take this on. It would be great if we could move up to 

3 teams next year. I will of course be around to offer advice and support 

if required, and I hope to be able to run if a place is available. If not will 

want to be there in some capacity over the weekend helping with the 

race organisation. Anyone interested in taking on our 2017 teams, 

please let me know. 

 

It was extremely pleasing to have a number of new faces in the team 

this year and it will be great to have more new members getting 

involved in club teams. 

 

Check out the GBR website at www.greenbeltrelay.org.uk 

The results are up but there will undoubtedly be a lot more info to 

follow. 

 

Finally a big vote of thanks to Peter Kennedy who is the race director 

and of course member of the Stragglers. The fact that the race takes 

place and is growing in stature is without doubt due to his massive 

enthusiasm and the huge amount of work he contributes to it. 

 

 
Peter Wedderburn (Stragglers team coordinator)  
in association with Helen and Malcolm Davies 
 

 

 

 
 
 

http://www.greenbeltrelay.org.uk/
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QL Care:  
Look after this Troublesome Running Muscle 
to Avoid Lower Back Pain 
 

 

Why is the QL so important 

to runners? 

The QL is a deep back 

muscle that connects the 

twelfth rib to the lumbar 

vertebrae and the top of the 

hip bone. Its primary 

functions are to bend your 

body from side to side and 

bring your hips up to your 

chest which is exactly the 

movements used whilst 

running and therefore a 

muscle that is constantly 

being used.  

 

Why does it often get uncomfortable? 

Due to the position and motions our body goes through whilst running 

which can greatly differ due to everyone's individual running styles, 

this muscle is constantly being stretched and a great demand is placed 

on it to be working all the time. Thus it can make the runner feel pain, 

tightness or discomfort in the low back and hip area.  

 

Do people tend to find one side gets more uncomfortable than the 

other? If so, any ideas why?  

The QL is on both sides of the spine but as humans we are not and 

never use our bodies symmetrically. We all tend to favour one side of 

our bodies more, especially with running where we often have a more 

dominant leg. We tend to place more emphasis to one side and 

therefore this places greater demand on one side of the low back.  

 

What can we do to limit discomfort when actually running?  

It can be very difficult to change running styles and alter old habits so 

this can be looked at slowly over time with a professional to see if there 
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are areas in your running style that can be changed to help take the 

pressure of your lower back. Having the correct footwear, not over 

training, keeping hydrated and stretching before and after a run can 

really make a big difference for the QL.  

 

Are there any stretches we should do daily/after runs to help combat 

this? 

The main two I find which are great for this are: 

Knee hugs - lying on your back bring your knees to your chest but do 

not lift your neck off the floor or rock your knees from side to side. It is 

a gentle, subtle stretch that targets the back muscles and keeping the 

spinal joints mobile.  

 

QL stretch - standing, place the right 

leg over the left (so both little toes are 

touching), take the right arm above 

your head and bend to the left hand 

side. Play around with the angle of 

the arm (forward and backward) to 

enhance the stretch.  

Hold all the stretches for 5-10 

seconds. 

 

Do we need to strengthen this muscle 

to help reduce discomfort? Or perhaps 

surrounding muscles?  

No because it is being overworked 

already it would be more beneficial to 

strength your core muscles - 

abdominal and pelvic floor muscles - 

and improve hip flexibility.  

 

 

 

Alice Monger Godfrey (M.Ost) 

Osteopath 

AMG Osteo Clinics Ltd 

www.amg-osteo.com 

Tel: 020 8941 6999 

Email: info@amg-osteo.com  

http://www.amg-osteo.com/
mailto:info@amg-osteo.com
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More Junior Success at Parkland 
Relay 
 

Parkland Relays organised by Thames Hare and Hounds on the 
evening of Wednesday 25th May was yet again a super occasion, 
and the event just seems to get better and better each year.  
 

This year it again it reached the maximum limit of 100 teams, and it is 

a nice feature of the event that whilst the standard at the front is 

tremendously high with many of the top local club runners competing, 

they manage to maintain the inclusivity with everyone being made 

welcome regardless of their pace. 

 

We had 2 Straggler Junior Teams running this year, and a Vet Ladies 

team comprising some of their mums. The 2.8 mile undulating course is 

longer than the young athletes train for, and so the event is a tough 

challenge for them, but nonetheless each performed well resulting in 

some high team finishes. 

 

Boys’ team - made up of an 11 year old and the rest who are 15 years 

old, and finished in a very commendable 12th place overall.  

Their time of 56:15 is the quickest time by a Straggler team since 2004, 

and only 18 seconds off the club record so that’s a target for these boys 

in 2017! 
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Girls’ team – younger than the boys team being made up of a couple of 

12 year olds and a 13 year old, but they ran superbly to finish 13th 

Ladies team on the night. 

Their time of 58:45 was the quickest by a Ladies Straggler team in the 

long history of the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual results: 

 

Boys: 11th Male Team (out of 45 teams)  

1. Kieran Desmond:    16:18  

2. Matthew Kossatz:   15:18  

3. Spencer Bateman:   18:05  

4. Harry Horsman:      16:34 

 

Girls: 13th Female Team (out of 49 teams) 

1. Phoebe Fennell:      19:11  

2. Fenella Challinor:   19:23  

3. Poppy Jensen:          20:11 

 

- Straggler Mums: 19th Female Team (out of 49 teams) 

1. Kate Fennell:           19:18  

2. Bea Downey:            18:58  

3. Sheila Horsman:      23:29 

 

Jim Desmond 
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Annual General Meeting 

 

Thursday 7th July 2016 at 9PM the Hawker Centre, Lower Ham 

Road, Kingston, KT2 5BH 
 

The Club requests nominations for positions on the Committee by 

Thursday 23rd June and any topics for discussion in writing by 

Thursday 16th June 2016. The forms below can be used – if you 

require further forms, please ask any Committee Member, or use 

a blank piece of paper. 

 
 

Current Committee Members 

 Chair - Carys Mills 

 Treasurer - Kevin Price 

 Secretary – Richard Steeden 

 Club Captain – Phil Davies 

 General Committee 

 Mens Captain – Mark Pattinson* 

 Ladies Captain – Sarah Winter* 

 Communications Secretary – Roy Reeder 

 Membership Secretary – Mark Thomas 

 Social Secretary – Peter Wedderburn 

 Little Feet – Anne Woods 

 Structured Training Group - Kevin Best 

 Stragtri – Barbara Crow 

 Nigel Rothwell* 

 Helen Davies 

 

Those marked * above are NOT seeking re-election 
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The Stragglers         

 

I nominate (Caps) ___________________________________________________  

 

For the position of _________________________________________________ 

 

Proposed by (Caps): ____________________________Signature: Date:________ 

 

Seconded by (Caps): ___________________________ Signature: Date: 

 

Nominee acceptance of nomination:____________________________________ 

 

IN ORDER FOR YOUR NOMINATION TO BE VALID AND TO SPEAK AND 
VOTE AT THE AGM YOU MUST BE A FULLY PAID UP MEMBER OF THE 
CLUB. 

Please send your nominations to Richard Steeden by hand, post or email  

Flat 4 Thames Bank, Riverside Road, Staines, TW18 2LE or 
Secretary@stragglers.org 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Secretary@stragglers.org
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Annual General Meeting     

Thursday 7th July 2015 at 9PM The Hawker Centre, Lower Ham Road, Kingston 

TOPIC FOR DISCUSSION AT THE AGM 
I would like the Committee to consider that the following topic be raised at The 
Stragglers AGM:  

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Topics will be reviewed by the committee prior to AGM and discussed if they 
haven’t been resolved, and feedback given to the nominee, or if sufficient 
members (twenty) have raised the issue. 

 

 

Signature: ___________________________________  

Proposed by (Caps): ____________________________ Date: ________________ 

 

Only topics for discussion received by Thursday 16th June can be voted on at 
the meeting. Any items brought up under Any Other Business at the AGM can be 
discussed but cannot be voted on. 

 

IN ORDER FOR YOUR TOPIC TO BE DISCUSSED AND FOR YOU TO SPEAK 
AND VOTE AT THE AGM YOU MUST BE A FULLY PAID UP MEMBER OF THE 
CLUB 
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Straggler Profile: 

Alan Mawdsley 
 

(Photo: Alan finishing WCR Stage 2 

at Criccieth Castle) 

 

Alan is an integral part of the 

team organising the Straggler 

participation in Welsh Castles 

Relay (alongside Helen and 

Malcolm Davies), so this seemed 

the ideal time to get to know him 

a little better. 

 

When did you take up running 
and what made you choose it as a 
sport? 
I only started running in the 

early 90’s. I used to play rugby 

but stopped when I found that I 

hadn’t recovered in time for the 

next game! I also played squash 

but travelling with work made it 

difficult to fit in the games and I 

fell off the bottom of the squash 

ladder. Running filled the gap as 

I could fit in a run where ever I was. 

 

When did you join the Stragglers and how did you hear about us? 
I joined The Stragglers in 1995. Once I’d started running, I joined in 

some of the London Business House events for a team at work. One of 

the guys there knew about The Stragglers as The Wedding Day was 

one of his favourite races. He suggested that I looked them up as they 

were based near to where I lived. This was pre-www days so I picked 

up a flyer from Sweatshop and it told me to come to the Hawker Centre 

on Thursday evening.  

 

Do you have a favourite race or distance? 
I like all the relays and team events such as the Green Belt Relay and 

the Welsh Castles Relay.  
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How long have you been involved in the Welsh Castles weekend and 
could you tell us about the work you put in? 
I first ran at the Welsh Castles over 10 years ago and I’ve done it every 

year that I could since then. Steve Sandham was organising the 

Stragglers teams at the Welsh Castles and when I retired in 2010, I 

helped him with booking accommodation and arranging who goes in 

which car.  

Steve stood down from his Welsh Castles role due to a hip injury and so 

I also act as The Stragglers contact point for the Welsh Castles 

administrators. The hardest part about it is that injuries are part and 

parcel of running and so the team (and therefore the schedules) can 

change quite a lot. That puts a lot more work on the team captains 

than it does on me though. 

 

What do you think weekend’s like Welsh Castles bring to the club? 
I think that events where we have to travel away together give the 

opportunity to get to know each other better and the shared 

experiences stay with people for a long time. The Welsh Castles is 

particularly enjoyable as you run through beautiful countryside and 

you also get the chance to see your team mates (and other top runners) 

in action. 

 

And finally, please share any personal bests, from 5k up to marathon. 
5k                       19:50 

10k                     40:05 

½ Marathon       1:32 

Marathon           3:25 
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The Great Ethiopian Run  
20th November 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I'm planning a visit to Addis Ababa to take part in the Great 
Ethiopian Run (10K) in November. 
 

Does anyone fancy coming along? 
 

The race is on the Sunday and you will need a couple of days to 

acclimatise to the altitude at 2300m, though that doesn't take too long.  

 

A typical itinerary would be to fly down overnight on Thursday with 

some time to do some cultural stuff on the Friday. Saturday AM are the 

children's races which are a lot of fun with (normally) a pre-race pasta 

party for the international runners in the evening.  

 

Sunday is the big day where you will join with 30,000+ others in 

running the 10K. You can walk too, many Ethiopians do. It’s a bit of an 

excuse for a street party! 

 

You could then choose to depart on the Sunday or Monday. 

If you wanted to extend your trip visits to Lalibella, to see the rock 

churches and Gondor which is likened to Camelot, or Axum to see the 

stele (obelisks) are possible on short internal flights. 

 

If we are prompt we may get booked in to the Beer Garden Hotel (it has 

a brewery!). I'm happy to sort out accommodation but you will need to 

book your own flights.  

 

Let me know if you are interested.  

 

Mark Thomas  markthomas1959@gmail.com 

 

mailto:markthomas1959@gmail.com
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Centurion Thames Path 100 Mile Ultra 
30th April 2016 
 

 

The final training run was Friday 1st April. I decided to start after 

work and supper at 11pm and run through the night around Richmond 

Park. It was an astonishingly warm night with temperatures dropping 

to around 7c. I completed 4 laps and got home 35 miles later at around 

6.00. I continued my day with a dog walk morning and afternoon. 

Stayed on my feet until the evening when I finally crashed. This was 

perfect training for what lay ahead. 

As I was doing this unsupported, I had to ensure I got it right. I was 

able to carry so much; I’d have 2 drop bags. The first at Henley, 

(51mls). The second at Streatley, (71mls).  

 

Keeping a keen eye on weather reports it finally decided to be a 

mixture of sunshine and showers during the day, average temp around 

13c with night temp dropping to freezing. Sunday was going to be a 

rain free day with sunny skies and temp reaching 16c. I thought I’m 

going to have to pack everything! 

 

The list of equipment seemed endless, map, compass, 2x head torches, 

beanie or buff, gloves, warm change of top and bottoms, wet and wind 

proof jacket and trousers, 1ltr water and at least 300 calories in food. 

My drop bags had extra food, change of socks and drop bag 2 had a 

change of shoes as well. 

 

Other essential items I carried were a fully charged phone with 

emergency contacts and first aid kit with plasters and bandage. My one 

luxury item was my new toy, a go pro camera and stick!! 
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I awoke on the morning of the race around 5am. Nerves were getting to 

me so I went downstairs and made a cup of tea. 

Back upstairs and in the bath. This I thought was going to be my last 

luxury for a while. Got my kit organised and finally packed up, labeled 

and loaded into the car. I had some porridge, coffee and a bit of toast 

before 8am. 

 

It was very well organised at the registration. First a kit inspection to 

ensure you had the mandatory items of equipment necessary to start 

the race. Secondly a number was allocated to you, (293 in my case), and 

thirdly deliver your drop bags and finish bag to the appropriate van. 

Having done this I pinned my number on and made myself comfortable 

in a sun spot by the old hall in Richmond. Soon I was in conversation 

with a handful of other runners, passing comments on kit and 

strategies. It was all quite light hearted banter enabling us to forget 

nerves for a few minutes and enjoy a moment of relaxation. 

 

400 runners were set off at exactly 10am from Richmond to make a 100 

mile journey along the Thames towpath to Oxford. 

 

We had 28hrs to complete the distance. By 2pm on Sunday 1st May 

we’d know how many made it home and would receive the buckle. 

The route had 13 aid stations. At each one we would be checked in. 

Once the number had been taken, food and drink were on offer as was 

toilet facilities. 

 

The first drop bag was 51 miles into the race at Henley. My plan was to 

make this point before dark, have some hot food and dress for the night 

run when it would be really cold. My plan worked well, arriving at 

about 10hrs in I had time to change, especially socks. I got a bit too 

comfortable even though I thought I’d been quick, by the time I left I’d 

actually been there about 30mins. 

 

Big news was coming in that the race leader had passed 71miles in 

9hrs!! He was averaging 7 minute miles. It was incredible to hear that 

he finished the race in 14hrs meaning he didn’t need the Sunday!!!! 

I, on the other hand, did. It had been a hard run with various 

navigational skills required to stay on track. I had run the first section 

to Walton in training runs. I had also familiarised myself with the 

second phase from Henley to Oxford and knew that it would be far 

tougher. It was pitch black without head torches. Thankfully I have a 
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really good one that lasts for about 8hrs and was capable of lasting the 

night without me needing my back up. 

 

At some points there were miles run without another soul around. 

Across muddy fields, through cattle gates and, at one stage, through a 

herd of cows that had decided to park themselves by the exit gate for 

the night. They did understand me when I shouted “Moooooooooooove”! 

By now I had seen runners dropping out. Aid stations were full of tired, 

forlorn, broken runners waiting for the bus to pick them up. I knew it 

could be any one of us. Over this distance anything can happen in a 

moment to destroy your run. 

 

My bad moment came when I slipped in gloopy, wet mud. I went 

straight over and got plastered. As well as being covered in mud a gel 

had burst in my pocket leaving me feeling a bit low. My feet were now 

wet and muddy and I was about 5 miles from the next drop bag. 

 

Arriving at Streatley I grabbed my bag. I needed fresh socks and shoes. 

NO SOCKS!!!!!!! I’ve messed up. How could I have forgotten to put fresh 

socks in? I felt bad. I looked around and there were 3 droppers waiting 

for the pick-up. One had his head in his hands. I got up and just walked 

outside, ”bye all, thanks for the food and coffee”. I just had to go and 

deal with my issues whilst running/ walking. 

 

I met up with 4 runners and stayed with them. Their pace was slightly 

quicker than mine had been but I felt the company was worth the need 

to run a bit faster to keep up. It worked. My morale had been given a 

boost as the banter was jovial. A German lady was in the group. She 

spoke good English. I was amazed at this woman. No fat on her and no 

winter clothing. She had a head torch. No gloves or hat. No back pack. I 

offered her my spare hat. She declined it saying she was fine. Analese 

went on to finish about a minute in front of me. She had a very 

determined nature, like me, just refusing to quit and remaining focused 

on the task at hand. 

 

As dawn broke through, the sun rose and warmed the dank air. I 

started to feel my body getting too hot in the clothing I’d worn through 

the night. At Clifton Hampton, (85 miles), I managed to get some gear 

off and repacked in my back pack. Only now the back pack had more in 

it than the start and I was also getting blistered feet. The shoes were 

now drying out in the sun. My feet, softened by the wet had become 
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sore as the hardened mud dug into the skin on every step. I got to 

Abingdon at mile 91 and took my shoes and socks off to give my feet a 

wipe down with a t-shirt I’d had in my back pack. They were not a 

pretty sight. I stuck some blister plasters over the base of my feet in an 

effort to reduce the pain. 

 

The last 9 miles had me walking most of it as each step sent a searing 

pain through my feet. I got to Lower Radley, (95 miles), and asked for a 

full English!!!!! This walking had made me hungry. I feasted on cheese 

and chocolate and, having said my thank yous I set off on the final leg 

of this epic adventure.  

 

By now families were on the tow path enjoying the Sunday sun. 

Cyclists, walkers and other non-ultra runners going in the opposite 

direction made the going harder by way of the amount. It had actually 

become slightly crowded and not many people realised what I was 

trying to achieve. 

  

A man passing shouted, “Well done mate, fantastic effort, finish is just 

round the corner and over the bridge. Can't miss it. You’ll see it on the 

left”. 

That was it. I started to run again. I couldn’t feel the pain. Euphoria, 

adrenaline and emotion had kicked in. As I turned into the field the 

run in was lined with a crowd cheering and clapping, welcoming us 

home. It felt good, so good!! 

 

As I crossed the line and was congratulated I realised I had made it 

home in 24 hrs and 48 minutes. My first 100 miler and I had a buckle!!! 

It made me feel even more special when results showed that nearly half 

of the 400 runners hadn’t made it home. A lot had dropped during the 

night unable to push through the freezing cold night. 

Must start training for my next 100 soon!!! 
 

 
Peter Colwill 
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Brighton Marathon 2016 
‘We can be heroes- just for one day’ 

 

It’s amazing how marathon 

day finally creeps up on you, 

it’s a bit like Christmas but 

without the opening of 

presents and the hassle of all 

that shopping but it’s just as 

exciting! Like the festive 

season, I had a year of 

planning ahead as I entered 

as soon as the automatic entry 

ballot opened in April 2015 

and even convinced some of my brilliant Bushy parkrun pals to join me 

and sign up too! It certainly was going to be a marathon weekend to 

remember as what better way to spend it but running at the seaside 

and then celebrating with friends?! 

 

Marathon weekend eventually arrived and I travelled down to the 

coastal pebbles on the Friday in the most dreadful downpour and quite 

treacherous conditions. The expo experience was pretty peaceful, as 

was the weather by this stage. I went late afternoon, the calm before 

the storm you could say as I hear it was pretty busy on the Saturday 

and also the heavens opened up once more! 

My marathon experience had to start with a planned parkrun at 

Preston Park on Saturday 

morning, which is also 

where the actual 26.2 miles 

begin.  

 

The park was busily being 

set up for the thousands of 

visitors the next day and 

meanwhile, lots of tourists 

were in attendance to get in 

their free 5k fix. Here I met 

up with the team from 

Bushy and thankfully we 

arranged a pre marathon meet up for the next morning as the park was 
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flooded with a mass of bodies and it would have been a classic scenario 

of ‘Where’s Team Bushy?’ After parkrun’s traditional coffees and cakes, 

Saturday night consisted of fueling up on an early pizza dinner for us 

altogether before we went off to our beds for hopefully a good night’s 

sleep. I must admit that I slept pretty well, thankfully the bed at the 

Air B&B house was just as described, incredibly comfy! 

 

Dave and I stayed locally to Preston Park which meant a leisurely 

stroll just after 8am to the marathon start line on Sunday which was 

ideal. We arrived there in plenty of time to meet up with Bushy pals 

and the weather was thankfully dry, sunny but cool, perfect for 

running! Preston Park was suffering though as the coloured corrals for 

different finish times were assembled in the park and underfoot it was 

just a field of pure mud. It was a quagmire to be proud of as just under 

11,000 runners desperately tried to tread carefully, hopefully trying not 

to spoil their new trainers before they had got underway, yet once on 

the tarmac, it was a case of kicking the mud off your shoes. Not the 

best start to any road race but maybe a good distraction whilst you got 

into pace. 

 

I entered the yellow corral for the 4-4.30 times as I was advised to by 

the person at the expo as I informed him that I wanted to chase the 

4.30 pacer. Unfortunately, though, I didn’t have a clue where that pacer 

was and never saw a single flag the whole way round! Everyone was in 

good spirits waiting for the off however one lady peed in the mud right 

in front of everyone! I made sure that I steered well clear of her puddle, 

who wants to start a marathon with wet toes?! I was lucky enough to 

get a shout out from the announcer overhead on the microphone as I 

was wearing my Guide Dogs vest with my name on it which gave me a 

bonus boost and made me feel quite emotional. Here I was running 

with friends but now I was totally on my own, it was my journey and 

one that I planned to complete. 

And so it begins… 

 

After the unpleasant muddy 

start, I was running thinking 

that I mustn’t set off too fast and 

to not get carried away in the 

moment which so many people 

do. This was only my second 

marathon experience and I 
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wanted to get it right and not fall flat on my face, especially as I had 

trained so hard for it. As we left the park and entered the town, already 

the crowd support was quite overwhelming and at this early stage, I 

doubted myself as to how I could possibly complete the distance. It’s 

funny as I recall feeling exactly the same at Edinburgh in 2014 after 

the first mile. Thankfully, I quickly got rid of any negative vibes and 

told myself ‘of course I can do this’ and set out to enjoy it! 

 

As we entered into town, I spotted my husband Dave amongst the vast 

crowds, got a great shout out from the Team Bushy crew.  

The atmosphere was truly amazing and the streets of Brighton were 

buzzing. It was also endearing to see several students cheering from 

their balconies and windows, wrapped in blankets and still wearing 

their pajamas! It was uplifting to see them giving their support to the 

runners, some even giving us a blast of music via their speakers! I even 

got a wave from the Queen! (Someone was sitting at the side of the road 

in a chair wearing a mask doing the royal wave!) But I must admit that 

I did have to look twice! 

 

As we headed out of the town toward Roedean School along the coast 

road, the temperature started to rise, as did the long steady incline in 

the course. The water stations here were most welcoming I found, even 

though I was running with a bottle, I stopped for a much needed cooler 

drink. I couldn’t quite master the running with a cup so found it easier 

to just stop and drink for a few seconds. I can now understand about 

the use of paper cups as opposed to bottles as the waste of bottles is so 

unnecessary. They could at least be easily trodden on and flattened 

underfoot rather than tripped over which must avoid twisted ankles 

and nasty falls and are much kinder to the environment. I am sure that 

the speedier runners will no doubt disagree though! 

 

I was relieved to get to the turnaround point just before 9 miles as then 

you are the ones looking at those behind you! There was a shark runner 

in my midst and also a group of lady runners who weren’t very keen to 

talk as they were moaning at this stage! I tried to uplift their spirits by 

highlighting the fact that it wasn’t raining but they were pretty 

miserable to say the least! After all, we still had 17 miles to go! 

Running down the coast road past the marina and back to town was a 

great feeling but rather lonely as there wasn’t any support. At least the 

sea views were uplifting and this time I stopped and topped up my 

water bottle at the water station. Thankfully for the vast volume of 
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volunteers, it wasn’t too windy as the cups would have been blown 

away which would have been challenging for them.  

 

I was so excited as I approached the main promenade as I knew that 

my charity Guide Dogs for the Blind were supporting at their hotel’s 

balcony at 13 miles, just after the pier. It was a great focus for me 

mentally and I could spot them in the distance. As I ran past, I glanced 

up and waved at the supporters and the first person I spotted amongst 

them was my teenage son Joe, who is studying locally at uni. Seeing 

him made me feel all emotional and I shed a few tears, after all I was 

doing this for charity as well as my own personal achievement. A few 

minutes later, the expanding Team Bushy crew cheered my name 

which made me feel truly well supported and loved as I hit the halfway 

stage. I managed to wave back to them and blew them a kiss to 

acknowledge their presence and vital support. 

The amazing crowd support continued and I managed to compose 

myself and get back to business as I approached Hove, seeking the 

shaded areas as much as possible to run in as it was getting rather 

warm. There were packs of people outside houses either popping corks, 

swigging coffee or thrusting sweets into hands of runners. Some held 

up signs to cheer on loved ones or just anyone to ‘touch here for power’ 

which I did do once or twice!  

 

Again, this was an out and back route and I was 

longing for the turnaround point to come which 

seemed to take ages! Once I hit 16 miles though 

I was happy as now the countdown was in single 

figures. I even saw some familiar faces along the 

roadside as the Rowes (David and Sharon) had 

made the trip from Bognor to cheer on Team 

Bushy and seeing them gave me another 

welcome boost. David even snapped me in 

action, one of my favourite shots of me running!  

The miles were ticking away nicely, my pace 

was steady and on target and I was feeling good.  

 

After 18 miles, the course followed the coast road which was a relief to 

have another change of scenery but this time the road went on for far 

too long! I knew that this was another out and back but this one was 

the foulest. The road up to and through the industrial estate was 

dreadful. It was dull and boring, unattractive and somewhat eerie and 
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smelly in places! By this stage in the heat of the afternoon, there were 

loads of people walking and it was difficult to weave in and out of them. 

This certainly was the hardest stretch of the run as everyone around 

me seemed to be despondent and the atmosphere was at a low ebb. As 

for me, well I was determined to get away from them and I was 

pleasantly surprised to hear my name shouted out from another Bushy 

familiar face, Ralph Blackbourn. What a great surprise at such a 

needed moment in time. 

 

The final relief certainly was to hit the promenade with just a parkrun 

to go! Boy did that feel good and once again the supporters were in 

force and I got lots of callouts of encouragement. With a couple of miles 

to go I was feeling the heat on my right arm and cheek. I was feeling 

tired at this stage but knew that I could carry on to the end. I got 

another shout out from the Team Bushy support crew and the Guide 

Dogs team too before I headed off towards the finish line, feeling 

focussed, determined and relieved as the finish line was in sight. What 

a beautiful view! 

 

I was thrilled to get a PB by 23 minutes and ran 26.2 miles in 4 hours, 

32 minutes and 10 seconds. For me, that’s a time to be hugely proud of 

and one that I can hopefully better next time! Yes, there will be a next 

time as I just loved it! I won’t be returning to Sussex though as this 

weekend was just so 

amazing, it’s one that can 

never be repeated as it will 

never be the same 

experience.  

 

After collecting my all-

important medal, goody 

bag and kitbag, I 

eventually met up with my 

family and friends on the 

beach at the meeting 

points under the flag B for 

Bushy and we toasted our 

triumphs with champagne 

and chips. Meanwhile, I was smiling like a Cheshire cat who had got 

the cream.  
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The celebrations continued 

as we all headed off to the 

Royal Albion Hotel where 

my charity were hosting a 

post-race reception for 

runners including the 

chance to meet some guide 

dogs and have that all 

important massage. Just 

what I needed! Fortunately, 

I was off work the next day and we were due to go back to our B&B for 

the night but as a surprise, my husband Dave had booked us a room in 

the hotel which meant that we didn’t have 

to trek back to our accommodation and I 

could have a much needed soak in the bath 

as our b&b only had a shower! It was bliss 

with bubbles and bubbly! As if that wasn’t 

enough for one day, we even had the energy 

to meet for a final Bushy supper which 

consisted of beer and the best veggie burger 

ever! Then it was definitely time for an early night. 
The nightlife of Brighton had to party without us! 
This certainly was a marathon weekend and the best 

experience ever! 

 

 
Julie Papworth (hero-just for one day) 
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Future Races 

 

 

June: 

 Sat-Sun 4-5: Welsh Castles Relay 

 Sun 5: Dorking 10 

 Thu 9: Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running Group – hosted 

by Stragglers 

 Sat 11: Mob match v Ranelagh at Crane Park parkrun 

 Sun 19: Richmond 10k 

 Thu 23: Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running Group – hosted 

by Stragglers 

 Sun 26: Harry Hawks 10 

 Thu 30: Club 10k 

 

 

July: 

 Wed 6: David Davies Nonsuch Park Relay 

 Thu 14: Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running Group – 

Stragglers hosted 

 Sat 16: Elmore 7 

 Sun 24: Elmbridge 10k 

 Fri 29: Wedding Day 7k 

 

 

August: 

 Sun 7: Wimbledon 5k 

 Sat 13: Thames Meander Marathon (race HQ the Hawker 

Centre) 

 Sun 14: Burnham Beeches Half Marathon 
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